Arterial phase of biphase enhancement spiral CT in diagnosis of small hepatocellular carcinoma.
To evaluate the value of the arterial Phase (AP) of biphase enhanced spiral CT (SCT) in the diagnosis of small HCC and to investigate the criteria, initial time, ending time and duration of AP. From May 1995 to March 1999, patients with small HCC proved surgically and pathologically including 49 patients (n=53) in group A, 148 (n=186) in group B and 52 (n=52) in group C were collected. Biphase dynamic enhanced SCT scans were performed in all patients of the three groups and additional single-level dynamic scans only done in the group C. The detectability, diagnostic accuracy of lesions and enhancement of the lesions in AP were analyzed statistically. In addition, the initial time, ending time and duration of AP were measured. The results of the group A showed the detectability of small HCC was 88.68% in AP and 90.57% in both Phases, higher than those by ultrasound. Markedly enhanced lesions in AP accounted for 76% and 78% in the groups B and C respectively. The initial time, ending time and duration of AP measured on single-level dynamic scans were 16.9 s, 39.6 s and 22.7 s on average respectively. The biphase dynamic SCT especially its arterial phase appears to be very valuable in diagnosing small HCCs. In light of short duration of AP, understanding and strict control of AP is obviously imperative.